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Infrastructure 

1.1 New 3rd-Party Software Versions 

The following 3rd-party software versions are now supported by Rosetta: 

 Oracle 11.2.0.4 

 Solaris 11 

 SE Linux 

 JDK 1.7  

1.2 Improved Memory Management 

Infrastructural changes were made in the ‘Commit to Permanent’ area that improve memory 

consumption and thus enable depositing large SIPs containing multiple files without 

exhausting the memory usage. 

1.3 Security Improvements 

1.2.1 OWASP HTML Sanitizer 

Rosetta includes now the OWASP HTML Sanitizer which provides better protection against 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) attacks. This tool examines Rosetta’s HTML documents and produces 

a new HTML document that preserves only tags that are designated as "safe". 

 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Java_HTML_Sanitizer_Project
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1.2.2 Application Error Message 

Rosetta now prevents any stack trace error messages from being displayed to the users via their 

browser. This feature was added in order to prevent information leakage as error messages can 

give an attacker great insight into the inner workings of an application. 

1.4 Plug-ins Management 

Custom plugins can now be reinstalled without restarting Rosetta. 

In order to update the plug-ins, simply click the new ‘Upgrade’ button from the Custom tab of 

the Plug-in List page (Advanced Configuration > Plug-In Management) after placing the new 

plug-in in the appropriate folder. 

 

1.5 Documentation 

A change log titled “Updates to This Guide” was added at the beginning of all Rosetta 

documents highlighting the main changes in the log and thus enabling easy spotting of these 

changes. 
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Deposit 

2.1 SIP Processing Throttling 

SIP processing can now be configured to refrain from processing additional SIPs when the 

system load average (during the last minute) is above a certain level. The load average is 

calculated similar to the top UNIX utility, taking into consideration memory usage and CPU 

utilization. This setting is useful when unusually large SIPs are deposited sporadically and 

unpredictably, in order to prevent Rosetta from unexpectedly running out of resources. 

SIP processing throttling can be configured using the new general parameter 

‘max_sys_load_avg’.  The system default value is ‘0’, which means that throttling is disabled. 

2.2 In-place Storage 

Rosetta’s storage capability was expanded to support loading content end-to-end without 

moving the file streams from their original location using a new soft link handling method. A 

new NFS In-place storage plug-in supporting this feature was added to Rosetta’s GitHub 

repository. 

 

Note: we recommend contacting the support team for further instructions before 

using this feature for the first time. 

 

2.3 Out-of-the-box CSV Deposit Workflow 

A new content structure "CSV" and a new material flow "Rosetta CSV deposit" were added to 

Rosetta’s out-of-the-box configuration. These configurations can be used while depositing a 

CSV content structure. 

https://github.com/ExLibrisGroup/Rosetta.NFSInPlaceStoragePlugin
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2.4 Aurigma HTML5 Uploader 

As Chrome is about to remove support from Java Applets, we have added the Aurigma 

HTML5/Flash implementation of the bulk applet. This will be used in Chrome browsers only. 

Other browsers will continue to use the Java implementation for now, since some limitations 

apply to the HTML5/Flash implementation, including: 

 Folder upload is limited to folders with up to 100 files. Folders can be uploaded using 

'Drag and Drop'. 

 Maximum file size is 2GB. 

 File names with special characters are not uploaded correctly. 

For further details, see: http://www.aurigma.com/blog/2014/12/16/From-Java-to-HTML5---what-

you-lose#.VV25S9yqoeh 

As other browsers will continue to use the Java implementation, these browsers can be used as 

a workaround for these limitations. 

2.5 Submission Job Processed Folder Handling 

Method 

Formerly the submission job has added a prefix to the folder name to indicate that a folder is 

currently been processed or that is has been successfully processed. This was replaced now by 

indicators within the folder (a ‘locked’, ‘done’ or ‘error’ file).  

http://www.aurigma.com/blog/2014/12/16/From-Java-to-HTML5---what-you-lose#.VV25S9yqoeh
http://www.aurigma.com/blog/2014/12/16/From-Java-to-HTML5---what-you-lose#.VV25S9yqoeh
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Data Management 

3.1 Extended Support for CMS Metadata Fields 

CMS now supports all metadata fields configured in webeditor_dublincore_configuration.xml 

instead of being limited to the 15 elements of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set. 

3.2 Publishing of Itemized Sets 

Rosetta now supports adding itemized sets and not only logical sets to a publishing 

configuration. 

3.3 OAI-PMH Improvements 

Rosetta’s OAI-PMH capabilities have been improved as follows: 

1. The XSL-converter plugin is now called XSLIE-converter. This converter has a combo 

box that contains an xsl file from a new configuration file list. From now on, it will be 

possible to create a converter plugin instance only from this plugin. 

2. Two out-of-the-box metadata formats are now provided: 'oai_dc' (unqualified Dublin 

Core fields only) and 'rosetta_dc' (all stored MD fields). 

3. All OAI output was validated against a repository explorer and all OAI provider schema 

incompatibilities were resolved. 

4. Custom OAI-PMH Metadata Formats can now be added to the system via the new OAI 

Metadata Format Code Table displayed below (Advanced Configuration > All Code 

Tables). 

Users should assign different metadata formats to publishing profiles using different 

converters - especially when the sets overlap - to avoid causing records to be 

overwritten. 
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